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What are secondary progressions?
How can they help you create concrete forecasts?
Learn to predict with progressions and discover how
these special cycles can time permanent shifts, profound
progress and major turning points.
You’ll discover the main five planets to use by
progression, and explore how their activations show
change in your own chart and in the charts of others.
You’ll also get an introduction to the secondary
progressed Moon phases and learn how that cycle
connects to changes in fortune, health and abundance
throughout your life. Deepening your understanding of
how a birth chart functions and evolves over time will
help you provide more effective forecasts for yourself,
loved ones and clients.
This will be a full day workshop on the topic of
secondary progressions. It’s suitable for students who
are already familiar with topics, such as aspects and
chart interpretation, as well as more advanced students
and astrologers who want to better understand how to
use secondary progressions. Students will be introduced
to the concept of movement in the chart as we explore a
popular and easy-to-use timing technique.
Secondary progressions can highlight transitions and
turning points in love and relationships, work and life
direction, and around health and wellness.

Kelly blends traditional
astrology techniques
in her modern practice
to provide clients and
students a holistic
experience with
astrology. She teaches
online astrology classes
and offers clients
consults and mentoring
for students of all levels.
An Aussie by birth, Kelly lives in Canada and spends
most of the year traveling to teach and consult on
astrology. When she is not sharing her love for the
stars, you can find her at the beach, in the garden
or baking.
Find out more about Kelly via her website,
http://kellyastrology.com/

ANNUAL SPRING CONFERENCE

Saturday, May 18th
Registration begins at 9 a.m.
Program: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Source of Life Center
15 West 39th Street
West of Fifth Avenue, 3rd Floor
New York
Pre-registration

At-the-door

(Postmarked by 5/8/19)

(No partial payments)

Members
Non-members

$95
$150

$110
$165

Fees for non-members automatically include annual dues for
membership. And members may also take this opportunity to
renew annual dues.
For payments on Paypal, please go to
store@astrologynyc.org
For credit card payments on PRE-registrations
ONLY, call 212/255-3236.
Credit card payments after pre-registration can be made at
the door.
By Check: Make check payable to NCGR and send to
John Marchesella
319 West 19th Street, Ground Floor
New York, NY 10011-3901

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
________________________________
________________________________
Phone _______________________
E-mail _______________________

